
           

          

   
           

           

Rome MOTUS NCC is a luxury chauffeur company that has been growing consistently in the last 30 years and 

is now the partner of choice for high class hotels in the city.           

The company was built upon the idea of always striving to provide our clients with the best service possible, 

both in terms of efficiency and quality of the experience.           

MOTUS NCC’s employees are dedicated professionals who have been in the industry for years and adhere 

to the highest standards of professionality, they all speak several languages and have been hired for their 

natural talent for customer service.           

We pride ourselves to only go for the best when it comes to cars: our clients will always experience the very 

top Mercedes on the market today, from the new V class luxury capable of transporting up to 8 people in 

total comfort to the more traditional E and S classes.           

And what is more, we are always here when you need us: our offices are open every day and our call center 

service operates non-stop 24/7.           

Choosing Rome MOTUS NCC is not only about getting the best possible service but allows our clients the 

chance to get to know something more about the most beautiful city in the world thanks to the quality of our 

people and the effort we are all putting in making this the best company in our space.           

Thanks for taking the time to read this message, we do hope to see you in one of our cars in the future.         

           
       •  Rates List           Passengers           1-3            4       5-6     7-8                      S Class          

   Transfer Rome Center - Fiumicino Airport:            €50        70       70       80                  

Transfer Fiumicino Airport - Rome Center:             €50         70        70       80                       

Transfer Rome Center - Rome Center:           €40           50      50        70                       

Transfer Rome Center - Civitavecchia Port:           €130       160     160     180                     

Transfer Fiumicino Airport - Civitavecchia Port:           €130      160     160      180                        

Transfer Rome Center - Tivoli:           €80        100      100         100                        

Transfer Rome Center - Castel Romano Outlet:           

       

       

€60      70         70         80                       



  Info & contact 0039-335 6613607 0039-324 0797818 blackcarsncc@gmail.com           

           

          

  •  Rome City Tour:           

              
Tour of Rome city center with sedan E Class Mercedes €50  per hour.           

Tour of Rome city center with Van V Class or Vito Mercedes €60 per hour.           

   

           

     

Our services potentially include any type of tour or transfer, to get a specific quote please feel free to reach out.          

Night service is scheduled between 22:00pm and 6:00am with an addition of €10.        All prices don't include 

10% VAT.        
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